PRODUCT NEWS 2018
METROPOLITAN AND METROPOLITAN XPRESS
The new Metropolitan models are the logical implementation of a lowmaintenance everyday touring bike and the classic for commuters and
touring cyclists. The comfortable, extra large-volume 26-inch wheels,
the sturdy integrated luggage carrier with the modular mounting SnapIT® rack and the belt drive make it a comfortable and reliable
companion in any situation. The tout terrain safety concept City Safety,
the integrated frame lock fitting and the child-seat compatibility
underscore the suitability for everyday use.

SHOPPER
The universally usable »Shopper« is available for virtually any
challenge in everyday life and leisure time. The wide range of loading
possibilities allows for shopping in bulk at the market, the Sunday
excursion with a picnic basket for the whole family or the trip to
daycare. Thanks to the special frame geometry, the seat position is
very comfortable and allows for easy mounting and dismounting, even
when loaded up.

AMBER ROAD XPRESS
The Amber Road is the universal bike for friends of pleasure trips and
for frequent riders who prefer large-volume 28-inch wheels. With tires
of up to 55 mm, fields and gravel roads along the way are no longer
scary. The geometry of the Amber Road was specially adapted to the
large-volume 28-inch wheels, in order to maintain the sporty qualities
while at the same time meeting the high demands of comfort.

OUTBACK
Multi-day bike tours in self-service mode, with only the most necessary
luggage and a bike that is light and agile enough to explore the trails
that you would also ride on day trips. That is the purpose of the
Outback. The experience is paramount, because the worry-free
technology allows you to look for the essential. The Pinion gearbox
ensures a balanced center of gravity and offers a wide range of gears
for steep climbs or technical terrain. The Gates Carbon Drive belt is
virtually maintenance-free and. with its 27.5" large and up to 3" wide
tires, the Outback offers top riding performance in every terrain along
with maximum comfort. In order to be able to handle even longer passages without water supply, there are
sufficient bosses for bottle holders and attachments on the frame and fork.
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METROPOLITAN EXPRESS
With our Silent e-Drive system, the Metropolitan eXpress is the logical
implementation of a low-maintenance everyday touring bike and the
classic for commuters and touring cyclists. The extra large-volume 26inch wheels, the belt drive and the integrated luggage carrier make it a
comfortable and reliable companion in every situation. The Go
SwissDrive supports up to 25 km/h, uphill and downhill, and with 18 to
25 decibels, it is whisper-quiet and allows silent driving that every
cyclist wants.

AMBER ROAD EXPRESS
The Amber Road eXpress is our comfortable touring e-bike for friends
of pleasure trips and frequent riders. The 29" wheels guarantee the
best possible riding comfort and with a tire width of up to 50 mm, fields
and gravel roads are no longer scary. Thanks to the high load capacity
of the integrated luggage carrier, it is not necessary to restrict yourself
on the tour when choosing your luggage. The Gates belt drive, as well
as the closed system of motor and gearbox, promise a long life and
minimal maintenance, and most importantly, a lot of riding fun! The
broad transmission range of the Pinion gearbox make the Amber Road
eXpress a perfect companion on every tour. Your own muscle power is
amplified by the Go SwissDrive motor with a speed of up to 25 km/h. Hydraulic disc brakes ensure short braking
distances.

S-PEDELEC AUTHORIZATION FOR SWITZERLAND
Our models Metropolitan, Via Veneto, Amber Road and Shopper can now be ordered as a fast S-Pedelec
in Switzerland. The specification eXpress Speed includes the powerful 500-watt motor from Go
SwissDrive and is approved up to 45 km / h. The speed models are delivered with the EVO color display
as standard.
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SHIFT:R ROAD for Speedhub 500/14
Riding a drop bar with a fully integrated brake-/shift lever and using it
with a Rohloff Speedhub hub is what many riders have dreamed of.
The revised interior of the Shift:R II is being used for the Shift:R Road
and combined with the excellent braking performance of the TRP Hylex
disc brake.
-

Shifts up to three gears, allows sporty riding
Brake-/shifting levers with fully hydraulic TRP Hylex disc brakes
Ergonomic aluminium brake-/shift levers

PLUG V PLUS
The Plug V is the latest evolution of our fully integrated power supply for your bike.
The integrated rechargeable battery makes sure you can also charge your device
under difficult charging conditions.
Plug V plus functions:
-

Dynamo powered, integrated mini-power-bank ensures energy while
stopping or going at a slow pace
The Rotary-Door twist lock closes the USB-C port completely and
protects it from moisture and dirt
Integrated battery charges from 7 km/h up to 1A charging current
Intelligent Device Management: recognizes automatically the device
and negotiates the correct charging current
Smart Charge: the Plug V plus adapts to the dynamo hub and
optimizes the charging current
Auto-Light-Switch: allows charging and operating the light at the
same time
Auto-Power-Save: optimizes the buffer functionality
Completely sealed electronic unit
LED with charge indicator
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NEWSTICKER PRODUCTS
-

Nuvinci gear hubs: new for 2018 is the Nuvinci 330 hub, replacing the
Alfine 8-speed hubs. Thanks to the continuous shifting and a greater range
than the Alfine hub, it is ideal for everyday use. The Nuvinci 330 is used in
urban and trekking segments.

-

Shutter dynamo hubs: in 2018 the Shutter dynamo hubs complement the
SON premium product. With an excellent efficiency, high-quality
workmanship and a beautiful look, they complement our light kits optimally
and we can offer a wide range of light kits with a very good priceperformance ratio.

-

Black Label Urban Pedal: the Urban Pedal complements our range
between city and touring and is ideal for the urban user who also likes to
wear shoes with leather soles. The non-slip coating "Griptape" is ideal in
combination with harder soles. Thanks to the high-quality, aluminum-milled
pedal body, the pedal axes made of CroMo steel and the sealed bearings,
they are up to everyday use. The inconspicuous, integrated reflectors
ensure good visibility.

-

Black Label anti-scratch seat posts: scratched seat posts are now a thing of the
past! The unique "anti-scratch" coating on our seat posts is durable and beautiful.
If you remove the seat post more frequently - whether for maintenance or for
transport - you know how to appreciate this feature.
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